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Notices 

Every effort has been made to supply complete and accurate information, 
however the information in this document is subject to change without 
notice. UNIT4 Business Software Limited assumes no responsibility for any 
errors that may occur in the documentation.  

Microsoft ® Excel, Windows ® and Microsoft ® SQL Server ™ are either 
registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United 
States and/or other countries. Crystal Reports is a trademark of Crystal 
Decisions, Inc. All other brand names, product names and company logos 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 

This document contains information that is proprietary to and considered a 
trade secret of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. It is expressly agreed 
that it shall not be reproduced in whole or in part, disclosed, divulged, or 
otherwise made available to any third party either directly or indirectly. 
Reproduction of this documentation for any purposes is prohibited without 
the prior express written authorisation of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. 
All rights reserved. 

UNIT4 Business Software Ltd © 2010. 
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Welcome 
 

Welcome to Year End training. 

This is a training course that outlines the basic concepts of ABW Year End. 
The course contains these training sessions as follows: 

• Overview – An Overview of ABW Year End 

• Session 1 – Preparing the New Accounting Year 

• Session 2 – Checking the Current Year is Complete 

• Session 3 – Checking the Current Year Data Integrity 

• Session 4 – Transferring Balances 

• Session 5 – Archiving Historical Data 

• Appendix – Working with the Year End SQL script. 

The course is designed for general and super users, and you should be 
familiar with using and working in a Microsoft Windows environment. 

 

Training basics 

Your trainer will explain: 

• location of facilities including toilets, tea and coffee 

• fire procedures within the building and the marshalling points 

• mobile phones and PIM – make sure that they are switched off 

• breaks – there are regular breaks during the course including 
coffee breaks at convenient points throughout the day and a 
lunch break of approximately 1 hour 

• feedback – forms are distributed to provide feedback on the 
course. Please fill them in before you leave. 
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Introducing the course 

Your trainer will explain the course format and materials: 

• the course is a combination of demonstrations, which you can 
follow on your PC, and exercises to confirm your understanding 
of the topics covered, which unless stated otherwise should 
be completed on ABW client A3 

• teaching aids, such as PowerPoint presentations, are used where 
appropriate to help to help explain concepts, processes or 
procedures 

• a number of documents support the course: 

• Year End course Delegate’s Workbook to guide you through the 
course (this document) 

• Year End course Exercise Workbook containing a set of exercises 
to do as you work through the Delegate’s Workbook. 

• Additional information on the topics covered in the training is 
available in the On-line Help. 
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Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course are to help you: 

• understand Year End routines and reporting in ABW 

• have sufficient understanding to be able to prepare an ABW 
system for a new accounting year 

• understand the methods by which you can transfer opening 
balances 

• understand how you move transactions to historical General 
Ledger and archive files. 

At various stages in the course you are asked to complete exercises to help 
you understand the concepts and tasks that are described by your trainer. 

Each session has a set of key learning points that you can use to check 
that you have understood how to perform the tasks that are described in 
the session training. 

 

About this course 

This course is intended to provide you with an overview of the concepts 
and activities that you need to perform for an ABW system year end. 
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Further courses to attend 

After the training, you can attend additional training related to individual 
ABW modules to support your specific business processes. 

Courses that you may consider include: 

• Balance Tables 

• SQL for Report Writers 
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An Overview of 
ABW Year End 
 

This session provides you with an overview of the ABW Year End 
procedure, and covers: 

• what is ABW Year End? 

• looking at the Year End procedure 

• looking at balance transfer methods, which covers the three main 
ABW processes that you can use for Year End: 

o AG05 Transactions 

o AG05 Balances Only 

o YE01 Simple Year End. 

• looking at Year End pre-requisites. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the 
Year End process within ABW, and the different methods that are available 
for performing Year End. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding ABW Year End. 

Understanding the Year End procedure within ABW. 

Understanding the different ABW processes that are available for 
transferring balances in a Year End process. 

Understanding the setup tasks that you may need to perform in 
ABW before you can run the Year End process. 
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What is ABW Year End? 

ABW Year End is a procedure that allows you to end a financial year by 
transferring the closing balance of the current year to the opening balance 
of a new accounting year. 

The purpose of an ABW Year End is to: 

• sum all balance sheet type accounts of the end period of the year 
that has just finished - this sum should equal the value of the 
Profit & Loss (Income & Expense) accounts, i.e. the profit / loss 
that is carried forward into the next financial year 

• create new transactions and post them to the next financial year 
– typically opening balances for Balance Sheet accounts, with a 
balancing total posted to a Retained Earnings account. 

After the Year End procedure is complete you can easily define reports and 
enquiries to include or exclude Opening Balance Transactions as required. 

All new transactions which are posted to period 00 of the next accounting 
year by ABW Year End are posted with a unique ‘B’ status, which helps you 
in ABW to: 

• identify year end postings and balances for reporting and enquiry 
(because status B transactions cannot be created by any other 
ABW modules or by Batch Input) 

• eliminate the potential for increased asset values that could be 
depreciated twice or incorrectly (because status B transactions 
are ignored by the Fixed Asset module) 

• avoid new unreconciled transactions after creating opening 
balances via ABW Year End if you are using the Reconciliation 
accounts functionality in the General Ledger (because this GL 
functionality – if in use – ignores status B transactions). 

When running ABW Year End, the current accounting year is left unchanged 
(i.e. the year being closed), for reporting and enquiry purposes. 

Note: ►  
ABW Year End 
picks up posted GL 
items and creates 
new transactions in 
period 00 in the GL. 
It does nothing with 
committed amounts 
(ie an order raised 
in period XXX112 
does not get 
transferred to 
period XXX200). 
You must consider 
this when compiling 
next year’s reports. 
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Looking at the Year End procedure 

The main activities which comprise ABW Year End are: 
 

Check current
year data
integrity

Check current
year complete

Prepare new
year

Transfer
balances

2

3

4

Archive
historical

data

5

1

  

In summary, each of the main tasks which comprise the ABW Year End 
procedure are: 

1. Prepare the new accounting year. This involves setting up the new 
accounting year to which you want to transfer balances, including 
setting up periods, opening posting and number cycles, moving 
accounts to new account rules, and amending default GL enquiry 
templates. 

2. Check the current year for completeness. 

3. Check the integrity of the data for the current accounting year.  

4. Transfer balances by running the year end process. There are three 
different methods you can use depending on your requirements. 

5. Archive historical data to transfer all old transactions from the prior 
year to an historic transaction table in the ABW database (to reduce 
the number of transactions in the database which helps speed up the 
Year End process, and improves system performance when you 
make enquiries against current General Ledger transactions). 
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Looking at balance transfer methods  

ABW provides you with 3 different methods for transferring balances during 
the Year End process: 

• AG05 Balances Only – an ABW server process that transfers 
balances into period 00 of the next financial year from a unique 
balance table in the database called YEAREND 

• AG05 Transactions – an ABW server process that transfers 
balances from the AGLTRANSACT transaction table into period 00 
of the next financial year 

• YE01 Simple Year End – a simple process where you manually 
define the sources of the transactions, and the analysis that you 
want posted onto the opening balances. 

 

Looking at the AG05 Balances process 

This Year End process transfers balances into period 00 of the next 
financial year from a unique balance table in the database called YEAREND 
(using the AGLYEAREND table). You cannot perform enquires on this table  
using the standard Enquiry windows, since it is used only to hold the Year 
End balances that are then used to populate the Opening Balances in 
Period 00. 

The main advantage of using this process for Year End is that it allows a 
quicker transfer of data because it uses the balances held on the table 
only; however the SQL coding behind the process makes the set up more 
complex. 

You should note the following regarding AG05 Balances Only: 

• only the SQL behind this process can be amended, not the front 
window for Balance sheet definition 

• the YEAR END table used with the process is empty before use, 
and care must be taken when populating through the AG01 
(Balance table update) process that it isn’t reset to be updated 
by the DWS 

• the process of selecting which transactions form the SOURCE of 
the opening balances, and the coding required on the new 
transactions created through AG05, are NOT decided by the use 
of triggers but must be coded in SQL on the Balance table 
definition window (if this is done, the database indices must also 
be updated) 
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• there is a potential SQL limit on selectable fields, which may 
result in the maximum categories available for transferring 
opening balances to being limited. This clearly depends upon the 
coding structure used. There will be the need for SQL code to 
avoid this potential problem. 

• you must update the Balance table using the standard AG01 
(Balance table update) process before you can run the Year End 
process. This should be done period by period to check totals 
before proceeding.  

• the AGO5 Balances Only process itself is no different to the AG05 
Transactions process, and therefore you can use the ‘trial’ run 
and ‘no check’ options as with AG05 Transactions. 

 

Looking at the AG05 Transactions process 

This Year End method allows you to transfer balances from the 
AGLTRANSACT transaction table into period 00 of the next financial year.  

The process AG05 Transactions is simpler than the AG05 Balances Only 
process but not as efficient, and can cause time and space problems if the 
AGLTRANSACT transaction table is very large. 

The main advantages of using the AG05 Transaction process for Year End 
are: 

• you can use triggers (YE type) as the SOURCE of the transactions 
to be transferred, and specify the DESTINATION of the opening 
balances (this allows you to change the posting analysis as 
required using the standard trigger functionality) 

• you can re-run AG05 Transactions to reverse previous postings 

• Although the ability to re-run this process may seem desirable, it 
is strongly recommended that if you are using this method that 
you test the process and get it right first time due to the number 
of potential transactions that each ‘run’ and reversal will produce. 

• you can run AG05 Transactions to ‘ignore’ the account rules 
active in  period 00 

• For example, if CAT5 is a new mandatory attribute in the next 
Financial year, but last year’s transactions do not have any 
postings to CAT5, you will have a problem unless you either use 
a trigger to ‘overwrite’ CAT5 of the original transaction with a 
value, or you use this AG05 parameter to ignore the new rule. 
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• you can run AG05 Transactions in a ‘no post’ mode as a check to 
see potential problems in advance, or for passing over closed 
projects 

• you can run AG05 Transactions in ‘No trigger’ mode where the 
trigger SOURCE is used only, for example when no change to the 
analysis is required. 

 

Looking at the YE01 Simple Year End process 

This Year End process is a simple process that you can use to manually 
define the sources of the transactions, and the analysis that you want 
posted onto the opening balances. 

The main features to note regarding this process are: 

• you cannot use triggers with the process 

• you use a single window to define the sources of the 
transactions, and to define the analysis that you want posted 
onto the opening balances 

• you cannot run a test using this process 

• you cannot produce a report using this process (so you have to 
produce reports yourself before and after running the process) 

• you can re-run the YE01 process, however this reverses the 
original postings and thus may potentially generate a large 
number of transactions 

• the process is quicker, since programming is updated from the 
AGO5 AGLTRANSACT version 

• the process ignores account rules for new postings. 
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Session 1 
Preparing the New Accounting 
Year 
 

This section of the training describes the steps you need to prepare a new 
accounting year perform before you can run year end to post transactions 
to the new year, and covers: 

• looking at new year pre-requisites 

• setting up new year periods 

• opening posting cycles and number cycles 

• moving accounts to new account rules 

• amending default GL enquiry templates. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the 
tasks that you need to perform to prepare the current accounting year for 
a year end. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding the key tasks required to prepare the current 
accounting year for a year end. 

Understanding how to set up new periods, open posting cycles and  
number cycles. 

Understanding how to move accounts to new account rules. 

Understanding how to amend default GL enquiry templates. 
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Preparing the new accounting year is the first stage in the ABW Year End 
process: 

Check current
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Looking at new year pre-requisites 

The following may be required in ABW when you prepare a new accounting 
year for Year End: 

• transaction series - a transaction series, separate from all other 
series, and which is used only for the Year End opening balances 
should be set up (typically Period 00). 

• This can be password protected to stop use by unauthorised 
personnel, and should really only be used by the ABW Year End 
server processes. 

• transaction type - a transaction type of YE must exist with a 
treatment code of YE (this should have a status of P as it should 
only be used by the ABW Year End server processes) 

• posting cycles – the posting cycles for the transaction series must 
be open for period 00 in the new financial year 

• balance sheet codes - all suspense/error accounts in the ABW 
Chart of accounts should be ‘Balance sheet’ codes 

• balance sheet accounts – should already be in ‘ranges’ of 
numbers on the Chart of accounts to make it easier to specify all 
Balance sheet accounts 

• account per client – you may want to set up an account PER 
client to which you want to post the total of all the opening 
balances (a retained earnings account) 

• multi client balance updates - update the balances separately for 
each client, if you are using multi clients. 
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Setting up new year periods 

You need to create a new accounting year by setting up the required 
accounting periods for GL transactions. 

You set up new year periods using the Period maintenance window. 

1. Display the Period maintenance window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed registers | Period maintenance 

 

 You can select the period type that you want to set up using the 
Type drop-down list, these include:  

• Accounting period - The General Ledger’s period register (GL). 

• Payroll period - The payroll system’s period register (PR). 

• Time period - The project system’s period register (TS). 

 Additional fields available are: 

• Module - The ID of the module for which the periods apply. 

• Year - The accounting year to which the period belongs. 

•  Attribute - An attribute used to store each period as an attribute 
value. This field is fixed for the modules GL, PR and TS. 

•  Payroll - Indicates whether or not this period type is to be used 
for payroll entry only. 

•  Project - Indicates whether or not this period type is to be used 
for timesheet entry only. 

•  Date based - Indicates whether or not to use the date as 
description for the period 
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2. Select the period type that you want to set up: 

 Select Accounting period from the Type drop-down list 

 Press Tab to select the module, then the year and tab again to 
exit the field (ABW displays the relevant fields for the selected 
period type in the table field): 

 

The key fields are: 

• Period – a period identifier of 6 characters YYYYPP (200201, 
200202 etc) 

• Date from – start date of the period 

• Date to – end date of the period 

• Period name - text for the name of the period used on report 
headings and enquiries (the period number YYYYMM is used as 
the default) 

• S – status (N = Open, C = Closed, P = Password protected, T = 
Terminated). 

3. Enter the year to which you want to transfer the opening balance: 

 Enter the new year in the Year field 

4. Ensure the new year periods have been defined: 

Review the first period for the current year for example 200600 

Review the closing period for the current year for example 200613 

5. Close the window 

 

◄ Note:  
A Status of P 
against the opening 
period will password 
protect this period 
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Opening Transaction Series, Transaction Types, Posting 
Cycles & Number Cycles 

You need to ensure that transaction series, transaction types have been set 
up and that posting cycles and number cycles for all transaction and 
number series you will be using in the new accounting year are open. 

You open transaction series and transaction types in the ABW Common 
area of the menu. 

1. Display the Transaction series window: 

  Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed registers | Transaction series 

 

2. Review the transaction series to which you will post in the new year 
e.g. YE: 

 Press F7 to populate the window.  

3. Display the Transaction types window: 

  Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed registers | Transaction types 

 

4. Review the transaction type to which you will post in the new year 
e.g. YE: 

 Press F7 to populate the window.  

You open posting cycles using the Posting cycles window, and number 
cycles using the Number cycles window. 

1. Display the Posting cycles window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed registers | Posting cycles 

 

Note: ► 
This is only 
required if you 
have restricted 
posting cycles 
to be valid for 
one year i.e. a 
year has been 
entered in the 
year field 

Note: ►  
The Status 
should equal 
P to indicate 
this is a server 
process 
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2. Review the transaction series to which you will post in the new year 
e.g. YE: 

 Press F7 to populate the window. Posting cycle for TS = YE with 
the year field showing 0 and status ‘N’  is open and no further 
action is needed. If a year has been entered this needs to 
changed to the new year. 

Note the available status options: 

• N – allows you to keep more than one posting cycle open at a 
time 

• C – closes a transaction series to prevent transactions being 
posted to a certain period / year 

• T – terminates a posting cycle so it cannot be reopened 

• P – ensures a posting cycle is only open for the period specified. 

3. Close the windows. 
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4. Display the Number cycles window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Receivable | Free text 
invoicing | Fixed registers | Number cycles 

 

5. Open the number cycles for the new accounting year: 

 Press F7 to populate the window, number cycles with the year 
field showing 0 and status ‘N’ are open and no further action is 
needed. If a year has been entered this needs to changed to the 
new year. 

6. Close the window. 

Note: ►  
This screen can also 
be accessed via 
AGRESSO Logistics 
| Purchasing | Fixed 
registers  
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Moving accounts to new account rules 

If new amendments to account rules are required you should make the 
changes at the start of a new accounting year to prevent problems with the 
transfer of opening balances. 

NOTE: You should only define new accounts rules, NOT make changes to the 
current account rules. 

You make changes to account rules using the Account rules window. 

1. Display the Account rules window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Accounting structure | Account rules 

 

2. Create the new account rule: 

 Select an account rule ‘Costc’ from the drop down list, press tab 

 Change the account rule name to Costc 2006 and amend the 
default value against Tax code to ‘PS’ 

 Save and select the ‘No’ button in the message window 
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3. Close the window 

4. Apply the new account rule to the account: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Accounting structure | Chart of 
accounts 

 Find account 5025 and change the Per to field to 200513 and 
Save 

 Add a second line for account 5025, select the new rule ‘Costc 
2006’ and enter 200600 in the Per from field (the new rule of the 
first period in the new accounting year) 

 Enter 209912 in the Per to field  

 

5. Save the Chart of accounts, then close the window. 
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Session 2 
Checking the Current Year is 
Complete 
 

This session of the training describes the tasks that you may need to 
perform to confirm that the current accounting year is complete before you 
run year end to post transactions to the new year. It covers: 

• looking at current year checks 

• checking accrual journals 

• checking periodical triggers 

• checking currency revaluation 

• checking depreciation 

• checking proposals 

• checking parked transactions 

• checking unposted batches 

• checking Batch input maintenance screens 

 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the 
tasks that you need to perform to check the current year is complete prior 
to a year end. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding the checks that you may need to perform to confirm 
that the current accounting year is complete. 

Understanding how you perform various completeness checks on 
the current accounting year. 
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Checking that the data in the current accounting year is complete is the 
second stage in the ABW Year End process: 

Check current
year data
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Check current
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Looking at current year checks 

Before running Year End it is important that you verify that there is nothing 
waiting to be posted in the old year, either within the General Ledger or 
any other ABW module. Previous year postings which are processed after 
the Year End has been run, will result in you having to reconcile and run 
the Year End process again. 
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Checking accrual journals 

You may need to check accrual journals prior to running Year End to 
confirm that all accrual journals have been processed and all recurred 
cost/income has been posted. This includes any accruals generated by 
other ABW modules, i.e. registered invoice accruals (AP), PCB accruals 
(Project), and received goods accruals (Logistics). 

You check accrual journals using the Unauthorised items accrual (SU14) 
server process which generates a general ledger journal based on invoices 
received, but not yet authorised. The invoices themselves will not be 
posted to the General Ledger but totals for supplier debt, cost transfers 
and VAT are calculated and placed in as: 

• a journal in the General Ledger, and 

• a reversing journal. 

You check accrual journals using the Unauthorised items accrual (SU14) 
window: 

1. Display the Unauthorised items accrual (SU14) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Period end routines 
| Period end calculations | Unauthorised items accrual 

2. Enter the parameters: 

 Period – this is period in which items were registered 

 Reversing period – the period in which the accrual will be reversed 

 Transaction type – the process must be restricted to certain 
transaction types. 

 Post Y/N – if this is not selected the process will only produce a 
report, if selected any unauthorised items found will be accrued.  

 

◄ Note: 
This may need to 
be repeated for 
different 
Transaction types 

◄ Note: 
System parameter 
ACC_ARRIVE_ACCRUAL 
must be activated and have 
an appropriate value 
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3. Order the report. 

4. Review output in Maintenance of ordered reports 

 

NOTE: 2 GL07’s are generated as a result of running this SU14 

 Select Tools | Show report printout to view results 
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Checking periodical triggers 

You can check periodical triggers when confirming the completeness of an 
accounting year prior to running Year End to generate a report of 
automatic transactions for periodic triggers (Trigger type = PR), based on 
all transactions for the relevant period. All automatic transactions are 
compressed into a single transaction. 

You check periodical triggers by running a Period end trigger generation 
report: 

NOTE: The following process will be completed as part of the 
exercise at the end of this section. 

1. Display the Period end trigger generation (GL06) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Period end routines 
| Period end calculations | Period end trigger generation 

 

 Period – the last period of the ‘old’ year 

 Post Y/N - if this is not selected the process will only produce a 
report, if selected any trigger transactions will be posted 

 Account analysis check – if selected triggered transaction details 
are checked against the account rule. 

 Transaction type – the process may be restricted to certain 
transaction types. 

 Maximum number of errors – recommended default is ‘0’, the 
process will fail if any errors are found 
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Should this process been run live then the following report would be 
produced. 

 

2. Close window. 
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Checking currency revaluation 

You may need to run currency revaluation when confirming the 
completeness of an accounting year prior to running Year End to revalue 
balance accounts, profit accounts, and accounts payable/receivable in all 
types of currency amounts (Amount, Amount3 and Amount4).  

Adjustments are done using the valid exchange rate for the last day in the 
period concerned. Financial exchange rate gains and losses from General 
Ledger accounts will be posted on separate accounts, Exch. gain trade and 
Exch. loss trade (defined in the Accounts tab of the Company information 
screen). 

You run a currency revaluation using the Currency revaluation (GL15) 
window: 

1. Display the Currency revaluation (GL15) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Period end routines 
| Period end calculations | Currency revaluation 

2. Enter the parameters for Period and Transaction type 

 

3. Order the report. 
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The following report will be produced: 
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Checking proposals 

You may need to check the following prior to running Year End to confirm 
there are no outstanding: 

• remittance proposals – Accounts Payable 

• depreciation proposals – Fixed Assets 

• invoice proposals – Accounts Receivable 

• timesheets – Project, Costing and Billing (PCB). 

All proposals must be confirmed and posted before you run Year End. 

Accounts Payable Remittance Proposals 

1. Display the Maintenance of remittance proposal (SU06) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance | Maintenance of remittance proposal 

 

 Check in the RemitID drop down list for any remittances that are 
still awaiting completion. 

NOTE: If there are any outstanding remittances, then these should be 
completed or deleted. 
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NOTE: The following process will be completed as part of the 
exercise at the end of this section. 

2. Display the Payment maintenance (SU10) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance l Payment confirmation | Payment maintenance 

 

 Find (F7) to check for any outstanding payment items. 

NOTE: If there are any outstanding items, then these should be 
completed or deleted. 

Fixed Assets Depreciation Proposals 

ABW Fixed Assets are dealt with in different ways depending on the client 
set-up.  The fixed assets windows below are the most common ones to 
check, but there may be more specific ones for the clients’ configuration. 

1. Display the Maintenance of transactions (AT03) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Fixed Assets | Posting | Maintenance 
of transactions 

 

 Find (F7) to check for any outstanding items. 

NOTE: If there are any outstanding items, then these should be 
completed or deleted. 
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2. Display the Maintenance of posting proposal (AT04) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Fixed Assets | Posting | Maintenance 
of posting proposal 

 

 Check in the BatchID drop down list for any items that are still 
awaiting completion 

NOTE: If there are any outstanding items, then these should be 
completed or deleted. 

3. Display the Maintenance of depreciation proposal (AT05) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Fixed Assets | Depreciation | 
Maintenance of depreciation proposal 

 

 Check in the BatchID drop down list for any items that are still 
awaiting completion. 

NOTE: If there are any outstanding items, then these should be 
completed or deleted. 
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Accounts Receivable Invoice Proposals 

1. Display the Maintenance of remittance proposal (CP01) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Receivable | Remittance | 
Maintenance of remittance proposal 

 

 Check in the RemitID drop down list for any remittances that are 
still awaiting completion. 

NOTE: If there are any outstanding remittances, then these should be 
completed or deleted. 

2. Display the Maintenance of open items (CU05) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Receivable | Payment 
Follow Up | Maintenance of open items 

 

 Find (F7) to check for any outstanding payment items. 

NOTE: If there are any outstanding items, then these should be 
completed or deleted. 
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PCB Timesheets 

1. Display the Timesheet Details (TS83) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Project | Project Costing and Billing | Timesheets 
| Enquiries | Timesheet details 

 

 Check the Unapproved and Approved items boxes. 

 Choose Ok. 

 

NOTE: If there are any timesheets with a header status other than T, 
then these should be completed or deleted. 
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NOTE: The following process will be completed as part of the 
exercise at the end of this section. 

2. Display the Time Transactions (TS09) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Project l Project Costing and Billing | Project 
Reporting/follow up checks | Time Transactions 

 

 Check the Not Validated and Open Items boxes. 

 Choose Ok. 

 

NOTE: If there are any items with either a status of ‘A’ (Not 
Validated) or a status of ‘B’ (Open Items) with an a.per of ‘0’, then 
these should be completed or deleted. 
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Checking parked transactions 

You may need to check if there are any parked transactions prior to 
running Year End to track down any unposted transactions. 

You check for parked transactions using the Parked transactions window to 
enquire on parked transactions for a period that you specify. 

1. Display the Parked transactions window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Period end routines 
| Period end validations | Parked transactions 

 

2. Locate any parked transactions for a period that you specify: 

 Select the required period in the Period drop-down list (e.g. 
200612) 

 Press F7 to display a list of parked transactions 

3. Close the window. 
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Checking unposted batches 

You may need to check unposted batches prior to running Year End to 
determine if there are any batches that have not been posted to the 
General Ledger. 

You check unposted batches by performing an enquiry via the Posting - 
Change posting cycle window. 

1. Display the Posting - Change posting cycle window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice posting | 
Posting supplier invoices 

 

NOTE: To check for other unposted batches, remove the TC value (in the 
above example the value 3) from the search bar and press F7 (Find) to 
display the results. 

 

Checking Batch input maintenance screens 

You will need to check all (Financials/Logistics/Project etc) Batch input 
maintenance screens as any could contain unposted batches. These will 
need to be deleted or amended and posted to the General Ledger. 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 2.1: Run GL06 Period end trigger generation window 

Exercise 2.2: Check for unprocessed remittance proposals 

 

 

Note: ► 
There is a batch 
with TS = BT 
which is unfinished  
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Session 3 
Checking the Current Year 
Data Integrity 
 

This session describes the tasks that you may need to perform to verify the 
integrity of the data in the current accounting year before you run year end 
to post transaction data to the new year. It covers: 

• looking at data integrity checks 

• running data integrity reports, including:  

o AP/AR reconciliation report - an audit trail to reconcile 
ABW Accounts Payable and Receivable with the General 
Ledger 

o unbalanced transactions report – provides details of 
company transactions that do not balance for a period 
range that you specify 

o trial balance report – to reconcile the closing balance of 
the current year, with the opening balance of the new 
accounting year. 

o system error account report – for amounts to be 
reallocated or written off 

o difference account report – for reconciliation 

o intercompany accounts report – to ensure that the 
balances in each company reconcile 

o suspense accounts report – for reconciliation 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the 
tasks that you need to perform to check data integrity prior to a year end. 

Key learning points 

Understanding the checks that you may need to perform to verify 
the integrity of data in the current accounting year. 

Understanding how you perform various checks on the current 
accounting year data. 
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Checking the integrity of the data in the current accounting year is the 
third stage in the ABW Year End process: 

Check current
year data
integrity

Check current
year complete

Prepare new
year

Transfer
balances

2

3

4

Archive
historical

data

5

1
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Looking at data integrity checks 

Before running Year End it is important that you check the integrity of the 
data of the current account year.  

There are several issues that you may need to consider, including: 

• can you close any old periods and archive the data using the 
ABW archive routines? – one of the three available methods of 
creating Year End transactions uses the AGLTRANSACT table, and 
the bigger this is prior to starting, the longer the process will 
take 

• have the account rules in the next financial year changed, if so 
what transactional data do you want the opening balances to 
hold? 

• do you want to use the previous accounting analysis or just 
selected attributes?  - you must resolve this since it affects the 
choice of Year End routine that you can use 

• do you need to run an Aged Debt report on the Year End date? 
(you cannot recreate this report after you run Year End). 
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Running data integrity reports 

You may need to run a number of data integrity reports for reconciliation 
and audit trail purposes before you transfer the opening balance via the 
Year End process. The exact reports that you may need to run will vary 
depending on your organisation’s requirements. 

Running an AP/AR reconciliation report 

This report provides an audit trail to reconcile ABW Accounts Payable and 
Receivable with the General Ledger by listing any transactions in Accounts 
Payable and Accounts Receivable that do not have corresponding postings 
in the General Ledger. If Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable are in 
balance with the General Ledger, the report will state an outstanding sum 
of 0.00. 

You run an AP/AR reconciliation report using the General Ledger – AR/AP 
Reconciliation (AG06) window. 

NOTE: The following process will be completed as part of the exercise at the 
end of this section. 

1. Display the General Ledger (AG06) – AR/AP Reconciliation window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Period end routines 
| Period end validations | General Ledger – AR/AP Reconciliation 
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The key fields are: 

• Period from and Period to - the period from and to for which the 
report will list postings 

• AP/AR type – Supplier or Customer 

• From and To transaction number - the transaction number from 
and to for which the report will list postings 

• Account - the valid Accounts Payable/Accounts Receivable 
account 

• Reconciliation level – defines the level for which the report is 
generated 

• Total all items – either shows totals for all transactions, or 
differences between totals. 

2. Order the report and review report output in Maintenance of ordered 
reports window. 

 

A difference may arise between the General Ledger and AP/AR if an 
account type is changed while there is a balance on the account. In this 
situation you can rectify the situation as follows: 

• stop entering transactions to the account 

• make corrective postings with the incorrect account type 

• check that the TPS has posted the reversals 

• reset the account type. 
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Running an unbalanced transactions report 

This report provides details of company transactions that do not balance 
for a period range that you specify. 

You run an unbalanced transactions report using the Unbalanced 
transactions (AG07) window. 

NOTE: The following process will be completed as part of the exercise at the 
end of this section. 

1. Display the Unbalanced transactions (AG07) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Period end routines 
| Period end validations | Unbalanced transactions 

 

The key fields are: 

• Period from and Period to - the period range for which the report 
will list unbalanced transactions 
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2. Order the report and review report output in Maintenance of ordered 
reports window. If there are no unbalanced transactions, a report 
will not be generated but you can select Tools | Show message to 
view the results, for example: 

 

In the event that the report lists any unbalanced transactions you should: 

• stop the Year End routine 

• contact ABW Support for advice on how to proceed. 
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Running a trial balance report 

This report shows the accumulated change per account for a specific 
period, the opening balance, the movement in the period (debit/credit), the 
closing balance, and the year to date. The report is based on the General 
Ledger. The trial balance is subtotalled by account class, with separate 
totals for profit/loss and balance sheet accounts. 

You can use this report at year end to reconcile the closing balance of the 
current year, with the opening balance of the new accounting year. 

1. Display the Trial balance (GL09) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Reports | Trial 
balance 

 

The key fields are: 

• Period – the period for which a trial balance is to be displayed 

• Amount column – the amount column that is displayed in the 
report printout, valid values are:  
- Amount = amount in the company currency (the default)  
- Amount 3 = amount in an alternative reporting currency 
- Amount 4 = amount in the second reporting currency. 

2. Order the report and close the window. 
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3. You can view or print the report via Maintenance of ordered reports 
window. 
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Running a system error account report 

This report lists error transactions generated from triggers and error 
transactions which occurred during input from an external system, trigger 
transaction posting or in connection with other automatic posting. The 
transaction and sequence numbers of these transactions are listed in the 
report output. These numbers may be used to retrieve and reverse the 
transactions in the Transaction entry screen. 

Error transactions which have already been corrected are not shown in the 
report. 

1. Display the Error transactions (GL14) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Period end routines 
| Period end validations | Error transactions 
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Running a difference account report 

An alternative way to enquiry on the error account entries would be to 
create a browser enquiry on a standard GL enquiry window. 

Set up a browser template to enquire on the difference account/accounts 
defined in Company information 

• The report shows the payment difference amounts generated 
when allocating customer payments if a payment difference 
tolerance has been defined in Company information 

• It can be used to reallocate amounts before year end, if required 

1. Open a General Ledger transactions browser: 

 Right click on AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Enquiries | 
General Ledger transactions 

 Select Open Browser 

 

 Right click on the SearchC tab and add Account like 9998 

 Right click on the SearchC tab and add Period greater than or 
equal to 200601, right click again and add Period less than or 
equal to 200612 
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 Press F7 or binoculars to run the enquiry – if any differences are 
brought back, this can then be printed or saved to Excel 

2. Close windows 

Running an intercompany accounts report 

If your organisation uses intercompany accounts, a browser enquiry on the 
relevant accounts should be set up in order to reconcile them. 

Running a suspense accounts report 

Where suspense accounts are in use, these should be fully reconciled 
before running the Year End 

1. Open the Single account reconciliation window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Suspense account 
reconciliation | Single account reconciliation 

2. Select account 9999 from the drop down box and press tab 

3. Press F7 or binoculars and select Amount3 and Amount4 in the 
enquiry setup window. Click on OK to run the enquiry 

 

4. Transactions are reconciled by ticking the ‘R’ box, after the window 
is saved reconciled items no longer appear. 

This window can be printed or output to Excel to aid the reconciliation 
process. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 3.1: Running an AP/AR reconciliation report 

Exercise 3.2: Running an Unbalanced transactions report 
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Session 4 
Transferring Balances 
 

This session covers the three methods that you have available for 
transferring balances from the current year to a new accounting year. It 
covers: 

• looking at the Year End process 

• transferring balances using Balances (AG05) routine 

• transferring balances using Transactions (AG05) routine 

• transferring balances using Simple Year End (YE01) routine. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the 
methods that are available for performing a transfer of balances at year 
end. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding the available methods for performing year end. 

Understanding the tasks involved in transferring balances via AG05 
Balances. 

Understanding the tasks involved in transferring balances via AG05 
Transactions. 

Understanding the tasks involved in transferring balances via YE01 
Simple Year End. 
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Transferring balances is the fourth stage in the ABW Year End process: 
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year data
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year complete
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Looking at the Year End process 

You use the Year End process to: 

1. Move closing balances on balance sheet accounts into period 00 of 
the new year. 

2. Move the net difference between assets and liabilities on the balance 
sheet into the reserves account(s). 

You can run the Year End process by using any one of these methods: 

• AG05 Balances – transfers data using a unique balance table 
YEAREND which hold the year end balances and which is used for 
populating the opening balances in period 00 of the new year 

• AG05 Transactions – transfers data from the ABW transaction 
table AGLTRANSACT into period 00 of the new year 

• YE01 Simple Year End routines – transfers data by manually 
defining the sources of the transactions, and the analysis that 
you want to use to post the opening balances. 

It is important that you note the following before you start transferring 
balances: 

• ensure you have a clear report totalling the balances that you 
expect to achieve (use this to agree the opening balances) 

A standard enquiry subtotalled by Account and CostC may be 
adequate, alternatively run the GL09 Trial balance report. 

• turn off the cashbook update Common Parameter 
UPDATE_CASHBOOK 

If you do not, the new transactions will populate the cashbook. You 
must then ensure that this parameter is switched on again before 
any processing is performed in the new year. This may determine 
the timing of when you run the Year End routines. 
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Transferring balances using Balances (AG05) 

This Year End process transfers balances into period 00 of the next 
financial year from a unique balance table in the database called YEAREND 
(using the AGLYEAREND table). You cannot perform enquires on this table  
using the standard Enquiry windows, since it is used only to hold the Year 
End balances that are then used to populate the Opening Balances in 
Period 00. 

The main advantage of using this process for Year End is that it allows a 
quicker transfer of data because it uses the balances held on the table 
only; however the SQL coding behind the process makes the set up more 
complex. 

You should note the following regarding AG05 Balances Only: 

• only the SQL behind this process can be amended, not the front 
window for Balance sheet definition 

• the YEAR END table used with the process is empty before use, 
and care must be taken when populating through the AG01 
process that it isn’t reset to be updated by the DWS 

• if the process of selecting which transactions from the SOURCE of 
the opening balances, and the coding required on the new 
transactions created through AG05, are NOT decided by the use 
of triggers it must be coded in SQL on the Balance table 
definition window (if this is done, the database indices must also 
be updated) 

• there is a potential SQL limit on selectable fields, which may 
result in the maximum categories available for transferring 
opening balances to being limited. This clearly depends upon the 
coding structure used. There will be the need for SQL code to 
avoid this potential problem. 

• you must update the Balance table using the standard AG01 
process before you can run the Year End process. This should be 
done period by period to check totals before proceeding.  

• the AGO5 Balances Only process itself is no different to the AG05 
Transactions process, and therefore you can use the ‘trial’ run 
and ‘no check’ options as with AG05 Transactions. 
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In summary, the AG05 Balances process is as follows: 

1a
Ensure all GL 
transactions 
are posted

1b
Ensure all YE 
pre-requisites 

are set up

2
Run and print an 

enquiry

3/4
Switch off UPDATE_
CASHBOOK and any 

other triggers

5
Run AG05 in non post 

and non Account 
Analysis check mode

1c
Update 

YEAREND 
balance table 

by period

6
Run AG05 in non post 
with Account Analysis 

check on

7
 Run AG05 in Post 

mode

8
Ensure all postings in 
period 00 are correct
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1. Ensure that all GL transactions are posted, that all year end pre-
requisites are set up, and that the YEAREND balance table has been 
updated period by period. 

2. Run and print an enquiry to ensure that all totals are correct on the 
balance table. 

3. Switch off the UPDATE_CASHBOOK parameter so that transactions 
are not updated on the cashbook. 

4. Switch off any other triggers (transaction, periodic, etc.) by changing 
the status from N to C in the Trigger source window. 

5. Run AG05 in non post and non account analysis check mode to agree 
that the totals created are the same as listed in the reports that you 
have run. 

6. Run AG05 in non post with account analysis selected to ensure all 
postings match the rules which have been set up for the new 
accounting year. If you encounter problems at this stage, re-define 
the triggers or the account rules as necessary. 

7. Run the AG05 Balances process in post mode to transfer balances. 

8. Confirm that all postings in period 00 of the new year are correct. 

Why use AG05 Balances? 

The advantages and disadvantages of using the AG05 Balances process for 
Year End are: 

Advantages Disadvantages 

An ‘approved method’ for performing 
a transfer of opening balances. 

The process calculates a reserve 
figure automatically. 

You can use triggers for reserve 
calculations etc.  

The process handles the 
consolidation of accounts (e.g. AP & 
AR control accounts. 

The process flags the opening 
balance transactions as status B. 

The transfer process is quicker as it 
uses balances held on the table only. 

Only used once a year, so there is 
a danger in forgetting the 
process. 

If re-run, all original entries are 
reversed and reposted (possible a 
large number of transactions). 

Triggers require careful setup. 

SQL coding makes setup more 
complex. 
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Looking at trigger definition 

Year end triggers are defined as follows: 

1. View an automatic posting rule using the Trigger destination window. 
This determines the method for the use of the base data to make up 
the opening balances. 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Year end routines | 
Opening balance transfer | Trigger destination opening balance 
transfer 

 Select Trigger IBEN 

 

The key fields are: 

• Trigger type is fixed at YE, the trigger code and description are 
user defined 

• ‘O’ in the F field before Account will retain the original account 
code 

• Ticking the box before tax code (TC) overwrites the original tax 
code with the value in the TC field 

• If supplier/customer information is not required on the new 
balances, tick the R box 

• Ticking the M box suppresses text entered on the original 
transaction 

• Close the window 
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2. View the balance sheet accounts using the Trigger source window. 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Year end routines | 
Opening balance transfer | Trigger source opening balance 
transfer 

 Select Trigger IBEN 

 

 The key fields are: 

• ‘N’ in the status field signifies that the trigger is open 

• Co field. Whilst a wildcard can be entered here, it is 
recommended that year end triggers are run by specific client. 

• Enter the range of balance sheet accounts to be transferred. In 
client EN all balance sheet account codes start with a 1 or 2. 
Multiple lines can be entered to deal with different ranges of 
account codes. Enter wildcards in Cat1 – Cat7 to ensure that 
all analysis is picked up. 

3. Close the window 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.1: Year end trigger definition 

Note: ►  
To use the wildcard 
functionality, confirm 
that the Common 
system parameter 
MAX_CHAR has a 
value set e.g. Z 
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Preparing the YEAREND balance table 

The YEAREND balance table is setup to read account codes 1- 2999. If this 
range of accounts does not reflect your chart of accounts (as in client A3) 
we will need to amend the balance table SQL. There is no exercise at 
the end of this section, please follow the instructor on your 
computer. 

1. Amend the balance table 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Balance tables | Balance 
table definition 

 

• Ensure that only the Creatable box is ticked 

• To access the SQL statements double click in the lower part of 
t
h
e
 
w
i
n
d
o
w 
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• Double click on line 2 Type SEL 

 

This SELECT statement controls which account codes are selected when 
the balance table is updated. It is currently only picking up accounts   
between 1 and 2999. 

The section of the statement that reads ‘and account between ‘1’ and 
‘2999’’ needs to be changed to ‘and account between ‘9000’ and ‘9999’’ 

• Amend code to read ‘and account between ‘9000’ and ‘9999’’ 

• Save and close Windows  

2. As YEAREND is a system balance table which works differently to other 
balance tables, any changes to the SQL mean that we need to rebuild 
the balance table index  

 Select Settings | System Administration | Data control | 
Performance | Indexes 

• Search on table name aglyearend 

•  

 

 

• Put Cursor on the row and Select Tools – Drop index and the 
following message appears 
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• Click on OK 

• Select Tools – Rebuild index and the following message appears 

 

• Click on OK 

• Close the window 
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Updating the YEAREND balance table 

The YEAREND balance table must be updated before AG05 Opening balance 
transfer can be run  

NOTE: The following process will be completed as part of the exercise at the 
end of this section. 

1. Display the Balance table update (AG01) window: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Balance tables | Balance 
table update 

 

The key fields are: 

• Balance table name - YEAREND from the drop down list 

• The period from and to from the drop down list (see note). For 
training purposes we will update the balance table for the entire 
year in one process. 

• General Ledger to be updated 

• The Company to be updated selected from the drop down list. 

Selecting Tools | Show report printout from the Maintenance of ordered 
reports screen will show the following message: 

 

Note: ►  
It is recommended 
that you update 
the YEAREND 
balance table  
period by period 
and check the 
balances at each 
stage 
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Generating opening balances with Opening balance transfer (AG05) 
process 

You need to run the Opening balance transfer (AG05) server process to 
perform the balance transfer according to the Year End trigger. 

NOTE: The following process will be completed as part of the exercise at the 
end of this section. 

1. Display the Opening balance transfer (AG05) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Year end routines | 
Opening balance transfer | Opening balance transfer 

 Select Variant YE 

 

The key fields are: 

• OB Period- opening balance period 

• Difference account - the General Ledger account for Reserves 

• Post: 
 selected = General Ledger is updated 
 deselected = General Ledger is not updated 

• Account analysis check – checks whether the transactions 
generated conform to the account rules 
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• Datasource – determines which data source is used: 
 Y = Year end table (aglyearend) 
 G = General Ledger (agltransact) 
 C = Cash accounting table (acatrans). 

• Base Year – the accounting year from which the opening balance 
will be transferred 

• No trigg – if selected, accounts and categories are transferred to 
the new year without taking account of the defined automatic 
posting rule for transfer of opening balances 

2. Close the window 

Checking postings 

You should check postings after you have run AG05 Balances with the Post 
mode selected to confirm that the process has produced a successful 
result: 

• confirm that the result reconciles to your final trial balance, and 
that no codes have been missed 

• if necessary, re-run the process with Post mode selected – each 
time it is run a new transaction is created to reverse the previous 
one (this will affect the number of transactions in the system) 

• transfer any opening balances to the historical general ledger if 
required 

• delete and archive old transactions as required. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.2: Year end balance transfer 
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Transferring balances using AG05 Transactions 

The AG05 Transaction process is an ABW server process that transfers 
transactions from the transaction table agltransact into period 00 of a new 
accounting year.  

The main features of the AG05 Transaction process are: 

• you can use triggers (YE type) as the SOURCE of the transactions 
to be transferred, and specify the DESTINATION of the opening 
balances (this allows you to change the posting analysis as 
required using the standard trigger functionality) 

• you can run AG05 Transactions as a ‘trial’ process to see 
proposed balances 

• you can re-run AG05 Transactions to reverse previous postings 

Although the ability to re-run this process may seem desirable, it is 
strongly recommended that if you are using this method that you 
test the process and get it right first time due to the number of 
potential transactions that each ‘run’ and reversal will produce. 

• you can run AG05 Transactions to ‘ignore’ the account rules 
active in  period 00 

For example, if CAT5 is a new mandatory attribute in the next 
Financial year, but last year’s transactions do not have any postings 
to CAT5, you will have a problem unless you either use a trigger to 
‘overwrite’ CAT5 of the original transaction with a value, or you use 
this parameter to ignore the new rule. 

• you can run AG05 Transactions in a ‘no post’ mode as a check to 
see potential problems in advance, or for passing over closed 
projects 

• you can run AG05 Transactions in ‘No trigger’ mode where the 
trigger SOURCE is used only, for example when no change to the 
analysis is required. 
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In summary, the AG05 Transactions process is as follows: 

1a
Ensure all GL 
transactions 
are posted

1b
Ensure all YE 
pre-requisites 

are set up

2
Run and print a 
GL09 enquiry

3
Switch off 
UPDATE_

CASHBOOK

4
Define 

triggers

5
Run AG05 in 
non post and 
non Account 

Analysis check 
mode

1c
Archive data
if possible

6
Run AG05 in 

non post with 
Account 

Analysis check 
on

7

Run AG05 in 
Post mode

8
Ensure all 
postings in 

period 00 are 
correct  
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1. Ensure that all GL transactions are posted, that all year end pre-
requisites are set up, and that data has been archived where 
possible. 

2. Run and print a GL09 enquiry to ensure that all totals are correct. 

3. Switch off the UPDATE_CASHBOOK parameter so that transactions 
are not updated on the cashbook. 

4. Define the triggers to specify the source of the transactions, and the 
destinations of the opening balances. 

5. Run AG05 in non post and non account analysis check mode to agree 
that the totals created are the same as listed in the reports that you 
have run. 

6. Run AG05 in non post with account analysis selected to ensure all 
postings match the rules which have been set up for the new 
accounting year. If you encounter problems at this stage, re-define 
the triggers or the account rules as necessary. 

7. Run the AG05 Transactions process in post mode to transfer 
balances. 

8. Confirm that all postings in period 00 of the new year are correct. 

 

Why use AG05 Transactions? 

The advantages and disadvantages of using the AG05 Transactions process 
for Year End are: 

Advantages Disadvantages 

The process calculates a reserve 
figure automatically. 
 

You can use triggers for reserve 
calculations etc.  

The process handles the 
consolidation of accounts (e.g. AP 
& AR control accounts. 

The process flags the opening 
balance transactions as status B. 

No SQL knowledge is required. 

Only used once a year, so there 
is a danger in forgetting the 
process. 

Triggers require careful setup. 

 

If re-run, all original entries are 
reversed and reposted (possible 
a large number of transactions). 

 
The process can take a very long 
time to run. 
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The AG05 Transactions year end transfer uses the same server process as 
the Balance transfer except that the parameter Datasource is set to ‘G’ 

1. Display the Opening balance transfer (AG05) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Year end routines | 
Opening balance transfer | Opening balance transfer 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.3: Year end transaction transfer
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Transferring balances using YE01 Simple Year End 

The YE01 Simple Year End process is an alternative to the AG05 balance 
transfer process. The main features of YE01 are: 

• no triggers are used 

• you use a single window to: 

• define the sources of transactions 

• specify the analysis that you want to post onto the opening 
balances 

• there is NO test process available 

• you can re-run YE01 - but this reverses the original postings and 
thus there is potential for generating a large number of 
transactions 

• the process is quicker as programming is updated from the AGO5 
AGLTRANSACT version 

• the process ignores account rules for new postings. 
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In summary, the YE01 process is as follows: 

1a
Ensure all GL 
transactions 
are posted

1b
Ensure all YE 
pre-requisites 

are set up

2
Run and print 

an enquiry

3
Switch off 
UPDATE_

CASHBOOK

4
Set up 

Year End 
filters

5

Run YE01
 

1. Ensure that all GL transactions are posted, and the all year end pre-
requisites are set up. 

2. Run and print an enquiry to ensure that all totals are correct on the 
ledger. 

3. Switch off the UPDATE_CASHBOOK parameter so that transactions 
are not updated on the cashbook. 

4. Set up the relevant year end filters – take care here since there is no 
test run of the YE01 process. 

5. Run the YE01 process to transfer balances. 
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Looking at YE01 system setup parameters 

A number of year end system setup parameters control the year end filter 
for the YE01 process.  

NOTE: The following process will be completed as part of the exercise at the 
end of this section. 

1. Display the year end system setup parameters: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | System setup | System 
parameters | System parameters 

 Search for and display the YE setup parameters: 

 

The parameters are: 

• YE_DIM_* - by assigning attribute IDs in the Value column and 
activating the parameter, you specify a column that is displayed 
for this attribute in the Year End filter window to enable you to 
filter the balances transfer by attribute values 

• YE01_DIFF_ACCOUNT – specifies an account in the Value column 
to which the difference in the opening balance is posted, if the 
opening balance transfer does not balance 

2. Close the window. 
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Looking at YE01 filter definition 

The YE01 filters allow you to specify: 

• the accounts from which you want the YE01 process to take 
balances 

• the accounts to which the YE01 process is to post balances. 

You set up YE01 filter definitions using the Filter year end routines window. 

1. Display the Filter year end routines window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Year end routines | 
Simple year end routines | Filter year end routines 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following fields are displayed: 

• Account – The account you want to generate an opening balance 
for 

• Acc.from and Acc.to - The first and last account in the interval 
you want to use 

• Category 1 – Refers to the parameter set YE_DIM1 in the system 
parameter window 

• Cat1 to Cat 7 – The accounts for which you want specific 
attribute information to follow the balance transactions into the 
next period interval.  By checking the box the original attribute 
value from the transaction will be carried over 

• R/P – Accounts Payable or Accounts Receivable.  If checked, the 
process retains the customer or supplier number from the 
original transaction line 

• Cur – If checked, the attribute value from the original transaction 
line is retained. 
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NOTE: The Cat1, Cat2 etc columns are assigned via the YE01 system setup 
parameters, and enable you to specify the accounts for which you want specific 
attribute information to follow the balance transactions into the next period. 

2. Close the window. 

Generating opening balances with YE01 

You need to run the YE01 Generate opening balance server process to 
perform the balance transfer: 

• the YE01 server process aggregates transactions posted on 
accounts from the YE01 filters, according to the period interval 
that you select when running YE01 

• you can run YE01 from both the General Ledger and the Cash 
Accounting modules – the General Ledger uses the agltransact 
table as its base, and the Cash Accounting module uses the 
acatrans table. 

You generate opening balances using the YE01 Generate opening balance 
window. 

NOTE: The following process will be completed as part of the exercise at the 
end of this section. 

1. Display the YE1 Generate opening balance window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Year end routines | 
Simple year end routines | Generate opening balance 

 

The key fields are: 

• OB Period – the opening balance period 
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• Period from – the start of the balance period for which you want 
to create an opening balance 

• Period to – the  end of the balance period for which you want to 
create an opening balance 

• Transaction type – the transaction type 

• Operating statement – the  type of account that will be shown in 
the report, valid values are: 
Profit//Loss 
Balance 
Operating statement (*) for all types of account. 

2. Close the window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.4: Simple year end opening balance transfer 
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Session 5 
Archiving Historical Data 
 

This section of the training describes how you can archive historical data by 
transferring General Ledger transactions to an historical table. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding the historical archive process 

Understanding how to archive historical General Ledger 
transactions to a historical table. 
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Archiving historical data is the final stage in the ABW Year End process: 

Check current
year data
integrity

Check current
year complete

Prepare new
year

Transfer
revenue
balances

2

3

4

Archive
historical

data

5

1

 

 

You can archive historical data by transferring General Ledger transactions 
to a historical table in order to: 

• reduce the number of transactions on the database 

• speed up the year end process (particularly if AG05 Transactions 
is being used) 

• Before running AG04 the periods to be archived must have status 
‘T’ -terminated. 

This server process deletes all General Ledger transactions (stored in the 
table agltransact) in the defined period interval, and then transfers the 
transactions to the historic transaction table (agltrhistr) for a specified 
company. 

You can enquire on historical General Ledger transactions in the General 
Ledger transactions enquiry screen. The table for historical General Ledger 
transactions (agltrhistr) can be located on a different disk on the server to 
the current general ledger transactions. This will give you increased speed 
when running enquiries against current General Ledger transactions. 
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NOTE: The following process will be completed as part of the exercise at the 
end of this section. 

1. Terminate the periods to be archived 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed Registers | Period maintenance  

 

 Change the status of each period to ‘T’ 

 Save and close the window 

2. Display the DA04 Transfer to historical GL window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Year end routines | 
| Transfer to historical GL 

 

The key fields are: 

• Period from – the period from which you want to archive 
data, in the format YYYYPP. 
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• Period to - the period to which you want to archive data, in 
the format YYYYPP. 

• Keep balance – Indicates whether or not to compress and 
keep balance items in the General Ledger 

• Keep non reconciled - Indicates whether or not to keep 
non-reconciled items. 

3. Order the report, and then close the window. 

4. Display the report in Maintenance of ordered reports: 

 Select Tools | Show Message to show the following: 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.1: Archiving General Ledger transactions 
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Appendix 
Working with the 
Year End SQL Script 

 

As we have seen earlier in the course, it may be necessary to amend the 
SQL commands on the YEAREND balance table before running the year end 
balance transfer process. 

 

If your balance sheet accounts are not in the range 1 – 2999, or if you 
require more analysis on the year end balances, the SQL will need to be 
changed. 

 

Below is a sample script showing the changes needed to add Category 2 to 
the YEAREND balance table 

 

WARNING: Changes of this nature should only be 
performed by UNIT4 personnel or other suitably 
qualified people. If you have any doubt about your SQL 
skills and/or balance table knowledge please call UNIT4 
for advice. 

 

The SQL in the Yearend balance table needs to be amended (see below) to reflect 
which categories of the 1- 7 are going to be carried forward on the balance sheet 
accounts. However there is a restriction in Sql Server 7 and above - limit is 16. 

A Unique Index needs to be added to the table - this needs to match the Group By 
statement in the Select statement.  

Amending the Table index in the client is not sufficient - but they should be kept in 
step.  

New index sql - 

 create unique index aiaglyearend1  

on aglyearend 

 (period, 
account,att_1_id,dim_1,att_2_id,dim_2,fiscal_year,currency,apar_id,apar_type, client) 
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YEAREND SQL -   

 

Insert - amend for att id and dim_2 

INSERT INTO aglyearend( amount,cur_amount,value_2,number_1,value_1,account, 
att_1_id,  dim_1, att_2_id,  dim_2,client, 
period,fiscal_year,currency,apar_id,apar_type) VALUES 
(:amount,:cur_amount,:value_2,:number_1,:value_1,:account, :att_1_id, :dim_1, 
:att_2_id, :dim_2, :client, :period, :fiscal_year, :currency,:apar_id,:apar_type)  

 

Update - do not touch 

UPDATE aglyearend SET  
number_1=0,amount=0,value_2=0,value_1=0,cur_amount=0 WHERE %s 

 

Select statement - amend  for att id and dim_? to be selected and also specify 
Balance sheet accounts, pref by using ranges as there is a SQL limit.  

SELECT SUM(amount) AS amount,SUM(cur_amount) AS cur_amount,SUM(value_2) 
AS value_2,SUM(number_1) AS number_1,SUM(value_1) AS 
value_1,account,att_1_id, dim_1, att_2_id, dim_2,client,period, fiscal_year, currency,0 
AS apar_id,´´ AS apar_type FROM %s t WHERE 1=1 and (account between ´1´ and 
´2999´ ) or (account = ´9997´ ) GROUP BY client, account, att_1_id,  dim_1, att_2_id, 
dim_2,period, fiscal_year, currency 

 

Update - amend for att id and dim2 

UPDATE aglyearend SET  amount = amount + :amount,cur_amount = cur_amount + 
:cur_amount,value_2 = value_2 + :value_2,number_1 = number_1 + 
:number_1,value_1 = value_1 + :value_1 WHERE account=:account AND 
att_1_id=:att_1_id AND dim_1=:dim_1 AND att_2_id=:att_2_id AND dim_2=:dim_2 
AND client=:client AND period = :period AND fiscal_year = :fiscal_year AND currency 
= :currency AND apar_id = :apar_id AND apar_type = :apar_type 
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Course Review 
 

This section reviews the main elements of the course and covers the 
objectives of the course and the key learning points from each session. 

 

Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course were to help you: 

• understand Year End routines and reporting in ABW 

• have sufficient understanding to be able to prepare an ABW 
system for a new accounting year 

• understand the methods by which you can transfer opening 
balances 

• understand how you move transactions to historical General 
Ledger and archive files. 

 

Key learning points 

Remind yourself of the key learning points for each session. 

 

An Overview of ABW Year End 

• Understanding ABW Year End. 

• Understanding the Year End procedure within ABW. 

• Understanding the different ABW processes that are available for 
transferring balances in a Year End process. 

• Understanding the setup tasks that you may need to perform in 
ABW before you can run the Year End process. 
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Session 1 – Preparing the New Accounting Year 

• Understanding the key tasks required to prepare the current 
accounting year for a year end. 

• Understanding how to set up new periods, open posting cycles 
and number cycles. 

• Understanding how to move accounts to new account rules. 

• Understanding how to amend default GL enquiry templates. 

 

Session 2 – Checking the Current Year is Complete 

• Understanding the checks that you may need to perform to 
confirm that the current accounting year is complete. 

• Understanding how you perform various completeness checks on 
the current accounting year. 

 

Session 3 – Checking the Current Year Data Integrity 

• Understanding the checks that you may need to perform to verify 
the integrity of data in the current accounting year. 

• Understanding how you perform various checks on the current 
accounting year data. 

 

Session 4 – Transferring Balances 

• Understanding the available methods for performing year end. 

• Understanding the tasks involved in transferring balances via 
AG05 Balances. 

• Understanding the tasks involved in transferring balances via 
AG05 Transactions. 

• Understanding the tasks involved in transferring balances via 
YE01 Simple Year End. 

 

Session 5 – Archiving Historical Data 

• Understanding the historical archive process 
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• Understanding how to archive historical General Ledger 
transactions to a historical table. 

 

Course evaluation form 

Don’t forget to complete the form and hand it to your trainer. 
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